
loricatus lumardeus 

Loricatus Lumardeus - Mechanism is a kinetic sculpture in the shape of life. Motivation is from a variety of creatures. The 
form imitates the armadillo. The movement imitates the crawling of the caterpillar. The purpose of this mechanism is to 
display light energy of the environment that it is in. It is to display light energy use of normal household electricity usage and 
why. It is intended for indoor usage. It displays level of light energy by its reaction to brightness of the light in the 
environment. The LEDs on the sculpture get brighter and movement gets slower in the dark but in the bright light, it will act 
in frantic manner and move faster with dimmer LED.

The precedents of our mechanism are armadillo, caterpillar and cindaria were our focus of precedent study. We incorporated 
these precedents into our design form and concept. Our mechanism have 2 main parts: shell and the body. The shell has 
shape based on Sydney Opera House. The body has triangle shaped and rectangle shaped parts glued together using 
Methylene Chloride.

Firstly, Armadillo is the shape of life that we studied to create the form. Armadillo’s multiple-layered shell was adapted into 
our design by having Sydney Opera House architectural shape. There are 7 shells layered and connected to each other. As for 
the movement, we researched about various mechanisms such as wheel, legs, compression and contraction. We decided to 
go with crawling motion of caterpillar.  There are 5 linkages and 4 joints linking the body parts together. For the light energy 
display, we based it on our study of Cnidaria (Medusa and Jellyfish). The sea creatures use light to protect themselves in the 
wild sea. We decided to study how they use light and apply it to our robot.
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A. head piece - white styrene
B. shell (x5) - white styrene
C. triangular units (x16) - white acrylic
D. hollow rectangles (x3) - white acrylic
E. rectangles (x2) - white acrylic
F. servo motor (x4)
G. breadboard (x2)
H. wires
I. RGB LED (x2) 
J. light sensor
K. arduino board
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6 cm  x  8 cm
10 cm  x  12 cm  x   9 cm
5.8 cm  x 5 cm   x  5.8 cm  &  5 cm  x  5 cm  x 5 cm
6 cm  x  5 cm with cut out 4 cm  x  3 cm
6 cm  x  5 cm
4 cm  x  2 cm  x  3.65 cm 
4.5 cm  x  3.45  cm x 0.95 cm
multi-lengths (hided in the shell)
0.8 cm x 3 cm
3 cm  x  3 cm
7 cm  x  5.3 cm
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LINEAR MOVEMENT

CONFIGURATIONS

Perspicuus Lumardeus
· Applyed transparent material 
  on the shell
· 48.5 cm  x  9.5 cm  x  7.5 cm

Oculus Lumardeus
· Use exclude cut to cut out the 
  shape on the shell (eye shape)
· 48.5 cm  x  9.5 cm  x  7.5 cm

Pedo Lumardeus
· Feet have been added at the bottom
· 48.5 cm  x  9.5 cm  x  7.5 cm
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